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The Festival Program:

Have any of your friends or family been
curious about your Bridge? Satisfy their
curiosity and get them in to the wonderful
game that is bridge, with new bridge lessons
starting 19th July @ both the EL and NR
Venues. Contact Kay Moyes, on
moyes_kay@hotmail.com
Challenge Hand (Bid and Play)
Matchpoints
Dealer East
EW Vul
East Opens 2♥ (weak 2)
How do you bid this to the
best NS spot?
How do you play the hand in
6♠/S on ♥5 opening lead?
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Club News

Coming in July is the Hyegrove Willoughby
Stratified Pairs Championships.

NSBC Face-to-Face
Club Manager
Mobile 0478 626 393

manager@bridgeclub.com.au
Liam Milne

Club Session Results
These are updated regularly on the website.
• Pianola All Detailed session results
• RB results
• June Monthly winners list
Mini-Swiss Pairs and ANC Goulash Events
5 Thursday nights in late June and early July, are
sandwiched between our Festival and the ANC
in Perth.
• 24th June Festival Mini Swiss (5x5b)
• 1st July Mini Swiss (5x5b)
• 8th July Mini Swiss (5x5b)
• 15th July ANC Goulash (Match points)
• 22nd July ANC Goulash (Imps)
These are all independent Thursday night events
with generous cash prizes. If you have not tried a
Thursday night, this is an excellent opportunity!
Any one or all five nights. Registration via our
website.

June is a big month for our club, especially our
face-to-face bridge operations. Beginning with
the Two Men and a Truck Restricted and
Novice teams and pairs events at East
Lindfield on the 19th and 20th June, then
continuing into the four Open events over 24th27th June at North Ryde RSL. Our annual
Festival of Bridge is a fantastic opportunity for
you to compete and enjoy the game. It is also a
major occasion for us to showcase everything
that the best bridge club in Australia has to offer.
The huge amount of work involved in preparing
for this event is coming along nicely, and you can
expect to hear a lot more from me about our
Festival in coming weeks.
I am very excited about our new venue in the
Grand Pittwater Function Room at North
Ryde: it is spacious, well-lit, and luxurious, truly a
premium congress site. Note that entries are
strictly capped at 40 tables per event, so please
enter soon to avoid disappointment.
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Three changes to the festival this year. Firstly,
we have decided to include a catered lunch in
the Open events at North Ryde and therefore
entry fees have increased – we think it still
represents good value for our players. Secondly,
we are taking online entries through the NSWBA
rather than our own website, which now simply
points to the NSWBA entry form. Finally, some of
our RealBridge sessions during Festival week
will become part of two new online Rookie and
Restricted Championships. See our brochure for
more information.
Coming in July is the Hyegrove Willoughby
Stratified Pairs Championships, with 4
Saturdays in July at both the East Lindfield and
North Ryde venues.
Any questions, please do get in touch. Liam

Club News

NSBC Online
Operations
Manager
Mobile 0413 884805
garybarwick@outlook.com

Gary Barwick
This year for the first time RealBridge will be
participating in the NSBC Festival of Bridge. We
are running a Rookie Pairs Championship
(Mon-Wed) and a Restricted Pairs
Championship (Thurs-Sat), also a Festival Mini
Swiss Pairs open event on Thursday night, and
all regular sessions during the festival will be red
points. Coming on Saturdays is the Hyegrove
Willoughby Stratified Pairs where both RB
Open & RB Restricted sessions will play the
same hands.
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Club News

Teams of 3 Winners Phillip, Maurits, Ian & Craig

19 tables are contesting the Hybrid on Thursday
nights. The leaders after 2 of the 3 rounds are:

Members doing well: David, Liam, Chris, Peter, Jessica

NSWBA

Commiserations to Wei Zhang
and Sherlock Shao who lost the
tie-break for second place and
the ABF paid trip to Perth.

Leo, Steven, Fiona & Kevin
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May Masterpoint Promotions

Club News
2-120 (North Ryde) Report:

From 2-074 (East Lindfield):

And from 2-120 (North Ryde)

Congress Calendars
NSWBA

Ian Maclaren has
been promoted to
gold life master
Most Improved NSBC players, by Masterpoint
Centre analysis for 2021 are:

2-074 (East Lindfield) Report:

ABF

ABF formula for Most Improved Player =
(Points This Year * 10000) / (Total Points + 100)
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For Our Newer Players

2-way Finesse
From Pat’s Play and Learn
Bulletin series, on the ACBL
bridge feed website

Pat Harrington

When partner leads a king versus your
opponents’ notrump contract, what possible
holding do you picture in partner’s hand?
If the bidding has not suggested the lead of
this particular suit, you expect partner to have
length in the suit he has led. We tend to lead
our own long suit versus notrump. We do not
waste honours, so you also expect partner to
have additional high cards in the suit.
The king might be a top of sequence lead
from KQJx (x) or from KQT-x (x). We will
focus on those primary possibilities.
You will always be in third hand, to play to
the trick. Does “third-hand high” apply? One
of the reasons for playing third-hand high is
to attempt to win the trick. If the card partner
led is already doing as good a job as you
could do, it may not be necessary to play
your high card. In these examples, West
always leads the ♠K against 3NT. How
should East play?

Luckily, declarer’s ♠T will be trapped by
East’s spade return at trick two, and the
defenders will still win four spade tricks.
Notice that declarer holding the East-West
cards would not need this kind of luck.
Declarer can see his hand and dummy and
knows that the best way to avoid blocking
a suit is to cash the winners in the short
hand first.
Declarer would have led the ♠9 to the ace on
the first spade lead. The defenders also must
make sure that they do not get stuck in the
shorthand, while the longer hand still has
winning tricks coming. But they are at a
disadvantage because they cannot see all
their assets.
This disadvantage makes the unblocking play
necessary even though it could cost a trick.
Give East one more spade and such
extravagance is not needed.

When your partner leads an honour, your
job is often to signal attitude.
Here, East-West are entitled to five spade
tricks. If West has no entry to his hand
outside of spades and East does not play the
ace on partner’s king at trick one, the suit will
be blocked! And the defenders could end up
winning only two spade tricks. East must
make the unblocking play of the ♠A on
partner’s ♠K so he can return a spade ♠8 at

trick two. West’s spades do not have to
be this strong but unblocking with a
doubleton is still East’s best play.

Rather than risk setting up a trick for declarer
by playing the ace on East’s ♠K, East gives
an encouraging signal. Using standard
signals, a high spot card is encouraging, a
low spot card is discouraging and warns
partner to continue leading the suit at his own
risk. After winning the ♠K and seeing West’s
♠8 on trick one, how should West continue at
trick two?
East appears to have a high card in spades,
and the defenders must find a way to avoid
playing the winner in the shorthand last.
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West should lead the ♠2 next. East wins the
ace, and the defenders take the first four
tricks. Notice that continuing with a second
high spade will make things awkward for
East. If East unblocks, declarer gets a spade
trick. If East does not unblock, West needs
an outside entry to get the fourth spade.
Newcomers frequently lose tricks on holdings
like this where they do not cash their winners
in the correct order.
Paying close attention to partner’s attitude
signals can help you untangle your long suits
by cashing winners in the shorthand early.
East was fortunate to have been dealt the ♠8,
a relatively high card to use to signal
encouragement. In some cases, your cards
will not let you make such a loud encouraging
signal.

For Our Newer Players
Our Newer Player Team

Kay

Jenny

Liz

Sandr
a

Kim

Allan

June

Sue

John

Introduction to Bridge
Only 5 weeks until the next “Introduction to
Bridge” course starts. Have any of your
friends or family been curious about your
Bridge? Satiate their curiosity and get them in
to the wonderful game that is bridge, lessons
start 19th July.
Emma Barnes is our
teacher, at our East
Lindfield and North Ryde
venues.

The king is the suggested opening lead from
West’s holding, but West must be cautious
about continuing the suit — even when the
king holds the first trick. Declarer often holds
up the ace, hoping West will lead another
spade. If that happens, declarer will win the
♠A and the ♠J. How can East stop West from
being so generous? East signals with the
discouraging ♠2. West should now recognize
that it is unsafe to continue leading spades
and switch to another suit.
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For Our Newer Players

The NSBC Festival of Bridge
Each year the club has a week of special
events, and this year it starts on Saturday 19th
June. All regular games and events played
during this week earn red master points,
instead of the usual green master points.
There are events specially for our newer
players, so we do hope that you will join in.
F2F Events for Restricted and Rookie
players, sponsored by Two Men and A
Truck
Over the first weekend we have 2 events for
Restricted players at East Lindfield:
•
•

Saturday 19th June: “Restricted & Novice
Teams”
Sunday 20th June: “Restricted & Novice
Swiss Pairs”

Both these events use IMP scoring, see
further on for an explanation of this. Anyone
who played in the Metro Interclub event in
May will have experience of playing “Teams”.
Restricted / Rookie events are for players with
less than 300 master points.
Restricted and Rookie Championships
During Festival week we also run the Rookie
(<100 MPs) and Restricted (<300 MPs) pairs
championships. These events use match
points scoring – which is how all the regular
duplicate games are scored.
The RealBridge Rookie championship runs
over the 3 regular 2pm games on Monday 21st,
Tuesday 22nd and Wednesday 23rd June, on
RealBridge. You can play in one, two or three
of these games, and your combined best two
scores out of three will be used to determine
the winners.
The RealBridge Restricted championship
runs similarly, over the regular 1:30pm
Restricted sessions on Thursday 24th June,
Friday 25th June, and Saturday 26th June.

The Metro Interclub Event
First a big thank you to all who played for us,
you earned valuable points and made a
serious contribution to our club retaining the
trophy.
Kay Moyes had the chance to chat to one of
our pairs, for whom it was a new experience.
Here is a summary of their feedback.
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Overall impression of the Metro?
Congratulations to Liam, Sue, and Ronnie for
a thoroughly well organised event.
They said that Sue was extremely helpful in
explaining how it all worked. They came to
realise why scoring up at the end of a match
was fun, and they really enjoyed being part of
a team.
They were enormously relieved to realise that
the matches were within categories, so that all
the pairs they played were of a similar
standard – even if they were more
experienced at playing in teams.
They enjoyed meeting players from other
clubs and the catering was all good.
Any criticisms? No! They had never played
in an all-day event before and it was a bit long,
but they survived!
Would they play next year? YES!
IMPs scoring is usually used for teams and
Swiss pairs competitions, meaning that you
don’t care what happens at any table other
than your teammates’ table. You only
compare your score to one other result. If you
enter the Restricted & Novice events 19th and
20th June, they both use IMPs scoring, so here
are some tips for you:
Tips for scoring well in IMP Teams / Swiss
Pairs
Focus on making your contract, do not
gamble for overtricks. The upside of making
overtricks is much smaller, while the downside
of going down in a contract you could have
made, is large.
Bid towards the safest contract rather than
going for a greedy notrump bid. With MPs,
we often prefer NT contracts to minors,
because of the scoring. At IMPs, the benefit
of playing it safe much outweighs the small
differences in trick scores between minors,
majors, and notrumps.
Avoid going for penalties; bid more soundly
at IMPs. Bidding aggressively (or unwisely!) to
a bad contract is only one bad board at MPs.
At IMPs, one disaster has a big impact.

For Our Newer Players
But if game is possible, bid boldly –
especially when vulnerable. At IMPs,
bidding and making a game that others miss
is rewarded more than at Matchpoints. When
it is close, accept partner’s invitations to game!
Do not double their part scores unless you
can see them down two in your own hand.
And this means you have a fistful of trump
tricks. Do not count on your partner for tricks,
or double strictly on high-card points.

Supervised Play Opportunities:
F2F supervised play has started at East
Lindfield, following the completion of Bridge
Basics with Liz Wilkinson, on Mondays at
7pm and on Tuesdays at 10am. Some of the
players from the RealBridge Supervised
games have joined the game, plus other
members are re-starting their Bridge careers.
We strongly encourage our newest players to
ignore their “results”, as it is all about learning
and not about winning! However, if you come
first, well done!
Date

%

Pos

Supervised First place

Tue, 1 Jun

NS
EW

78%
67%

Mon, 7th Jun

NS
EW

Les Owen & Nadine Fursman
Shyam Malhotra & Greg Cooper
Ro Christie & Jenny Calo
Julie Carroll & Allan Goldin

Tue, 8th Jun

NS

Joan Wilcox & Jillian Kelley

61%

EW

Kathy Cocks & Marion Nicklin

64%

st

67%
72%

Rookie / Restricted Games:
RealBridge Rookie games:
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 2pm
and Tuesday evenings at 7pm.
RealBridge Restricted games:
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
1:30pm.
East Lindfield, Rookie game:
Thursdays at 10am.
North Ryde RSL, Rookie games:
Mondays and Wednesdays at 2pm.
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For Our Newer Players

Lessons

Liz

Jessica

Anita

Jamie

Emma

In 2021, our teachers are Liz Wilkinson, Jessica
Brake, Anita Curtis, Jamie Thompson, and Emma
Barnes.

Emma will be running “Introduction to Bridge”
from July 19th and Jessica will complete
“Build On the Basics” this month, restarting in
late July. Jamie will be giving half hour talks
before the Open/Restricted game at North
Ryde on Monday mornings, while Anita has
moved some of her online Intermediate
lessons to Face to Face at East Lindfield –
highlighted opposite in yellow.
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Brent was a guest co-editor of

Brent Manley

the Gold Coast daily bulletin.
IPBA executive member and
WBF bulletin editor.
The Challenge hand was
adapted from a Brent Manley
article “ “Think Outside the
Box” from the ACBL Bridge feed
website

Challenge Hand Solution

Think Outside the Box

Our Game of Bridge
•
Set up a heart trick?
Your Solution
As you surveyed dummy at trick one, you
counted 11 top winners. The problem was
finding a safe 12th. At first sight, it seemed to
be one of those deals where declarer thinks
he would probably have to guess which
squeeze to execute in the endgame.
Then rather suddenly, a new idea struck you!
The Hearts were probably 2-6 and you could
setup a heart for the vital 12 trick!
West led the ♥5, so you called for the
♥2 from dummy. East took the trick with
his ♥K and you followed with the ♥Q.
T2 East exited with his singleton club ♣3,
♣4, ♣8, ♣K in dummy.
T3 You as Declarer made no mistake at
this point. As there was only one entry
left to dummy. So, you called for the ♥9
from Dummy next to immediately setup
your 12 trick. East played his ♥J and
you ruffed it with the ♠8, whilst West
following ♥3.
T4-6. You then drew all outstanding trumps
with the ♠AKQ,
T7 You then claimed 12 tricks as you still
had a club entry to the ♥T.
T1

The Bidding
Your jump to 3♠ over East’s weak two-bid
showed strength, not weakness. After a
couple of control-showing bids, your Partner
(North) used Roman Key Card Blackwood to
discover that you had three key cards plus
the trump queen and ♦K. Places you in a 6♠
Contract.

You made 6♠+2♣+2♦ and 2♥ = 12 tricks
Six trumps along with two tricks in each of
the side suits.
The full deal:

West starts the defence by leading the ♥5.
How will you get to 12 tricks on this deal?
Preliminary Analysis
Winners: 6♠+1♥+2♦+2♣=11 - one short.
Top Losers: None, but a deep Clubs.
Strategies for 12 tricks
•
Maybe the clubs break 33 (1♣ extra)
•
Maybe the ♦Q comes down in 3 for an
extra ♦ trick.
•
Heart + some minor suit squeeze on
West?
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Our Game of Bridge
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